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In current generation, Filipino students have gifted potentialities established during long period of studies. These are manifold of golden talents discovered since amateur contests and extra-curricular activities in school. The mastery skills and performance tasked were honed by the test of time according to examination results and creative projects submitted in class.

As academic integration prevails, the school advocacy delves to produce successful graduates with bucket of knowledge, souvenirs of experience and guild of opportunities in achieving the goal of calibre education in 21st century education. Hence, student academic affairs committee intended to formulate school clubs in multidisciplinary subjects to amplify student’s capabilities beyond their schematic knowledge. They need to undergo fervent practical trainings and academic navigations to grow with rich educational experience in school.

Multiple Intelligence can be activated in human total aspect of life. Academic Literacy is fundamental asset that a learner must obtain to polish their proficiency skills. Extra-curricular activities enables them to project oneself as reflection to their personality traits. Sports and game tournaments are their pride to represent the nation with performing abilities. Hence, the school can give privilege to student’s capabilities by providing virtual talent workshops that have phenomenal trends in global education to generate awareness in career platforms someday.

Due to challenging times amidst COVID-19 outbreak, people have to seek for part-time jobs for greener pastures. They attend TESDA free online trainings for gathering certificates in employment purposes. They surf You Tube video contents about business
entrepreneur in catching new food trends and merchandising products to sell in marketplace. These are some explorative ideas brought by the help of science and technology in advanced-paced environment.

Virtual Talent Workshop is the possible answer to existential crisis of some students’ learning opportunities. This will strengthen their academic drive on focusing their ultimate goals in life. They can build a clear perspective and confidence factor in career readiness. They can improve their basic skills through attending webinars, developmental trainings and self-check surveys for personal credentials. They will be given the chance to inspire fellow youngsters in off-campus communities to discover gifted talents in various ways.

On the other hand, the teachers may invite alumna graduates of the educational institution to be representative spokesmen of their culminating activities for virtual conference meeting. Probably, students will find source of encouragement based on academic achievement and successful timeline in career path. They can instil some powerful tips and good influence upon reaching student’s academic aspirations at their young age.

In conclusion, Filipinos are recognized as heroes out of their fruits of labour. It allocates ample time to expose hidden talents and explore greater possibilities to transfer your life with true expertise. This pandemic awakens people’s curiosity to inculcate creative and critical thinking skills through solving real life problems. They tend to experiment things to earn for a living that leads the purpose of raising standard of living. Some use their vocal influence to touch lives and spark positivity to fellowmen with the aid of social media platform. There are multiple ways to express oneself as agent of happiness and success throughout the world. Just learn to appreciate the gift of potentials, embrace the beauty and bruises of person and empower people with global optimized perspective.
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